Retreating

into

An interesting landscape of rocks, boulders,
indigenous vegetation and a lion’s head form
the backyard of this special property
Words Nicky Manson
Photographs courtesy Jamie Thom
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estled in the lower reaches of the
Mpumalanga escarpment, where
the bushveld meets the lowveld, is a
property so perfectly situated that it
could have escaped from a fairy tale. The area does
indeed enjoy a literary connection, thanks to Sir Percy
Fitzpatrick, who worked on a supply route through
the lowveld: umSisi House is within the Jock of the
Bushveld Conservancy, on that original road.
The tale of umSisi House, named after the sacred
coral trees, or koraalboome, which are indigenous to
the area, is an enduring love story filled with intense
passion and dedicated hard work. Two English
adventurers met on their travels, fell in love and
decided to plant their roots in the lowveld region.
Amanda and Paddy Bond Gunning’s search for an
African farmhouse to call their home was a long one,
but nine years later their journey ended, right where
it had begun, in the blissful lowveld, just 15 minutes
away from the Kruger National Park.
The original farmhouse on the property was
simple, yet its views and gardens were unsurpassable.
It was the perfect property for the couple to refurbish
and turn into their dream home. The roof needed to
be replaced, the interiors opened up, the ceiling height
extended, the floors redone, the walls replastered,
the windows and doors replaced, the foundations
extended by 100m², the kitchen and bathrooms
improved, and the fittings upgraded. So this wasn’t
just a revamp; it was a refurbishment on a rather grand

scale. Or so it was believed. Until the existing walls
crumbled away when work began and the owners
suddenly found themselves tackling a rebuild from
the foundations up. Fortunately, Amanda and Paddy
knew what they wanted from the get-go, and with
the help of a local architect and a large, enthusiastic
team of local labourers, their vision was fulfilled in
seven months, and their African farmhouse was
revealed. While umSisi House is their home, it’s also
a luxurious, five- star country house which they run
according to the maxim, ‘At home in Africa’. Here
they offer a bespoke African experience to private
groups looking for all the comforts of home when
away on their travels. ‘It’s all about quality time in an
“at home” holiday environment where people can
explore the area and do as they please and then return
to the comfort of their African home,’ says Paddy.
Although the building is referred to as a ‘typical
lowveld farmhouse’, the exterior of the house is
actually quite grand, a vision of whitewashed walls
and a striking red roof. A sweeping staircase greets
you from the driveway and romantically pulls your
eyes towards the front door which sits under the cool
shade of a beautiful old flame tree, one of the many
existing trees around which the house was designed.
Amanda and Paddy tried to source as many of the
building materials as they could locally, but certain
standout features had to be found elsewhere, such as
the glass balustrades around the veranda, which could
only be found in Cape Town, and the bright red

roofing material, which came from Joburg because,
Amanda explains, ‘the colour was just unavailable in
the lowveld’. While the exterior is certainly different
now from its previous look, the footprint of the old
farmhouse remains and bits of it were incorporated
into the rebuilt home, so much so that the old owners
frequently pop by to visit.
The house is made up of a collection of
entertainment rooms, with an open-plan kitchen,
breakfast bar and dining room flowing through to
a large living room with an inviting fireplace. There
is also an intimate TV room which houses a massive
leather sofa that’s big enough for the whole family,
as well as a floor-to-ceiling library and a small media
room with internet access.
The rooms are all tastefully decorated with
furniture and artefacts made from local woods, leather,
African textiles and all sorts of wonderful curios
collected on the couple’s travels. The main living room
opens up onto a large, L-shaped, covered veranda.This
space is home to further dining and chill-out areas,
which include a built-in Jetmaster braai and reveal
panoramic views of the majestic Legogote Mountain,
known locally as ‘Lion’s Head – the Sentinel of the
Lowveld’. Under Legogote and along the ridge
in front of umSisi House lies the African village
of Masoyi, where at night the twinkling, low- density
lights resemble a Christmas scene.
Closer to home there are views of manicured
gardens, magnificent boulders and an inviting

‘Our objective with umSisi House is to provide our guests with quality
time in a space where they feel comfortable and can call their own
home. umSisi is about the small touches, and guests will be intrigued by
the many special pieces positioned throughout the farmhouse’
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Opening page A front view of umSisi House where it sits in the shade of a flame tree and overlooks the inviting pool area. Opposite, bottom umSisi house was carefully
built around the garden’s existing trees, and the owners have lovingly created a tree trail for the lowveld flora enthusiast. This page, top A wonderful open-plan kitchen
and dining area with its unique collection of African curios. Bottom The stylish and comfortable veranda allows for stunning, unparalleled views at dusk of Legogote
Mountain and surrounds.
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Clockwise from top The self-catering cottage nestles discreetly in its leafy surrounds, offering privacy and serenity; when the umSisi tree, from which the house takes its
name, is in bloom, it creates an exquisite canopy of red; views of the majestic lowveld from the cottage’s deck.

swimming pool area. The views from the veranda
are equally enjoyable, thanks to the glass balustrades,
which have taken the place of walls and invite the
outside into the farmhouse.
Of the four bedrooms, three host guests, and all are
en suite. Sophisticated and luxurious finishes can be
seen throughout, and simple colonial paddle fans fight
off the lowveld heat. Style and comfort are the name
of the game, and all of the bedrooms boast inspiring
views of the lowveld landscape. Amanda and Paddy’s
rooms have a private entrance with adjoining office, a
dressing room that serves as a bedroom for their spoilt,
but adorable, boxers, and a small courtyard. There are
a further two guest bedrooms, which share a double
shower room, in the charming self-catering cottage.
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An important colour scheme running throughout
the property is red, emulating the umSisi trees’
distinctive flowers and lucky beans. Accents of red
have been carefully placed throughout the house in
the form of red oven gloves, a red papier mâché hippo,
red antique railway lanterns and even a red chopping
board. A closer look will reveal red lucky beans
creatively placed about the rooms.‘Our objective with
umSisi House is to provide our guests with quality
time in a space where they feel comfortable and can
call their own. umSisi is about the small touches, and
guests will be intrigued by the many special pieces
positioned throughout the farmhouse,’ says Amanda.
‘Everything has been considered,’ she adds, ‘even
complete wheelchair access.’

One of the most endearing and interesting
aspects of the farmhouse are the African curios dotted
around. Nothing is randomly selected and each piece
tells a story about Amanda and Paddy’s extensive
African travels. The couple are responsible for the
entire property’s decor and interiors. umSisi House is
best described as ‘classic English meets contemporary
African chic with an international flair to meet the
expectations of a well-travelled clientele’.
Another striking feature of the farmhouse is the
wide passageway that leads you to the bedrooms.
Steeped in natural light thanks to discreet skylights,
the hallway resembles a private art gallery and is home
to a number of framed photographs and drawings by
the talented duo. Handmade wooden shelves were
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specially designed and made locally to adorn the
walls and are filled with more souvenirs from the
owners’ travels.
If the house causes you to sit awhile and relax,
then the garden will have you sitting a while longer
in wonder: umSisi House is situated on a slope and
behind the property is an extraordinary landscape
of smooth rocks juxtaposed against pointy cacti.
Among the scattered rocks and boulders lie intricate,
predominantly indigenous, plants that provide bursts
of colour against the landscape. Even the Jacuzzi
moulds into its surroundings thanks to its wooden
cladding and begs you to take a dip.
The property extends a further 40ha into the
lowveld; 10km worth of hiking trails have been
lovingly carved out for the more energetic guests. Add
to this a garden tree trail and an impressive veggie

Top The main living area exudes warmth and comfort, and opens onto the expansive veranda. Centre left
Plush bedrooms make guests feel ‘at home in Africa’. Bottom left The picturesque rock garden at the back of
umSisi House.

patch and it’s clear that nature has found a home at
umSisi House, too.
The house is also impressively green and features
solar geysers, rainwater collection tanks, freshwater
springs, an indigenous forest and a worm farm, and
runs a recycling programme.
As a small water feature bubbles in the
background, baby olive woodpeckers sing for their
food. The umSisi trees are in full bloom, creating a
blaze of red against the blue sky of the lowveld. And
as the sun lingers, its rays lazily crawling down the
mountainside like a weary traveller, you are wrapped
in the warm embrace of Legogote Mountain, and
you’d be forgiven for thinking you’re in paradise.
+27 (0)13 750 1520, umsisihouse.co.za
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